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Emerging 3D-printed ceramics, though showing unprecedented

application potential, are typically vulnerable to fractures and unable

to heal at room temperature. By contrast, their natural counterparts,

human bones, exhibit extraordinary self-healing capability through

the activation of stem cell osteoblasts that precipitate mineralized

calluses to enable interfacial healing at body temperature. Inspired

by bones, we here employ bacteria as artificial osteoblasts to enable

healing of 3D-printed porous ceramics at room temperature. The

healing behavior relies on bacteria-initiated precipitation of calcium

carbonate crystals to bridge fracture interfaces of ceramics. We show

that bacteria-loaded porous ceramics can heal fracture interfaces to

restore 100% mechanical strength at room temperature, and the

healed strength is not compromised by heating up to 500 C or by

corrosion of alkalis and oxidants. The bacteria-assisted healing

mechanism is revealed by systematic control experiments, and the

healing strength is explained by cohesive fracture modeling. We

further incorporate this method into 3D-printed ceramics and

demonstrate on-demand healing of ceramic dental crowns, ceramic

water membranes, and ceramic lattices, and autonomous healing

of ceramic armor. As the first-generation healing mechanism of

3D-printed ceramics, this paradigm is expected to open promising

avenues for revolutionizing the low-damage-tolerance nature of

existing 3D-printed ceramics.

Introduction

Emerging additive manufacturing technologies for ceramics1–7

have exhibited encouraging promise in a wide range of engineering
applications, such as machine engines,8 energy storage devices,9

biomedical devices,10 water membranes,11 and body armor.12

Despite the promise, a long-standing challenge is that 3D-printed
ceramics typically feature low tolerance to damages and
fractures.1–7 Most of the existing strategies to improve the
damage tolerance of 3D-printed ceramics have been relying on
reinforcing the ceramics with nanomaterials13 or minimizing
defects.3 However, healing fractures of 3D-printed ceramics has
not been demonstrated to date. Existing healable bulk ceramics
primarily rely on oxidation or re-sintering at high temperatures
(41000 1C).14–21 The high-temperature requirement precludes
any in situ or autonomous healing of ceramics that operate at
low temperatures, such as in vitro biomedical devices,10 water
membranes,11 and body armor.12 Therefore, development of a
paradigm to enable healing of 3D-printed ceramics at low
temperatures (e.g., room temperature), while showing promising
application potential, is still an outstanding challenge.

On the other hand, this challenge has already been addressed
by 3D-architected human bones that show extraordinary healing
capability at body temperature (37 1C). The healing of a fractured
human bone relies on stem cells called osteoblasts to precipitate
mineralized calluses (primarily Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2) to bridge frac-
ture interfaces (Fig. 1A).22–24 The healing process starts from
hematoma formation around the fracture location. Then, osteo-
blasts within the hematoma initiate precipitation of calluses
that remodel to hard calluses and spongy bones to bridge the
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New concepts
We demonstrate a new paradigm in harnessing bacteria to enable
on-demand and autonomous healing of 3D-printed ceramics. Improving
the damage tolerance of 3D-printed ceramics has been a long-lasting
endeavor. Most of the existing efforts have been devoted to improving
the fracture resistance of the constituent materials; however, healing of the
damaged 3D-printed ceramics remains largely unexplored. The concept
proposed in this paper fills this technology gap by using carbonate-
precipitating bacteria to heal 3D-printed ceramics. Bacteria-assisted
healing of 3D-printed ceramics at room temperature may facilitate in situ

or autonomous healing of ceramics with various complex architectures for
a wide range of applications, such as in vitro biomedical devices, water
treatment membranes, lattice structures, and body armor.
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fracture interface. Eventually, the spongy bones transform into
compact bones to fully repair the fracture interface. This
paradigm applies to any bone geometries given that osteoblasts
and necessary ingredients can be delivered to the fracture location.

This natural paradigm, if successfully implemented in engi-
neering materials, would greatly benefit and advance various
fields of traditionally unhealable stiff materials such as
ceramics. Despite the potential, encapsulation and activation

Fig. 1 Bioinspired healing of ceramic bones. (A) Schematics for the healing process of a fractured human bone enabled by osteoblast-
induced precipitation of callus. (B) Schematics for the healing process of a fractured ceramic bone enabled by bacteria-assisted precipitation of CaCO3.
(C) 3D-printed ceramic bone sample. (D) Scanning electronic microscope (SEM) image of the microstructure of ceramic bone. (E) Broken ceramic bone.
(F) SEM image of the interface of the broken ceramic bone with attached bacteria. (G) Healed ceramic bone with CaCO3 crystals bonded on the fracture
interface. (H) SEM image of the healing interface of the healed ceramic bone. (I) Load–displacement curves of virgin and healed ceramic bones in three-
point-bending tests. (J) Healed ceramic bones with NaOH solution (4.8 mol L�1) and H2O2 solution (8.8 mol L�1) dropped onto the healed interface,
respectively. (K) The ceramic bone healed by interfacial CaCO3 precipitation before and after exposure to a lamp fire (650–750 1C) for 10 min. The lamp is
fueled by a mixture of 70% ethanol and 30% water. (L) Load–displacement curves of a virgin bone and a healed bone after corrosion treatment of NaOH
solution (4.8 mol L�1) and H2O2 solution (8.8 mol L�1) and annealing up to 500 1C for 30 min. (M) Ceramic bone repaired by a commercial epoxy glue
before and after exposure to the lamp fire for 5 s.
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of living osteoblasts within engineering materials are challenging
tasks.25

Inspired by the healing of bones, we here employ bacteria as
artificial osteoblasts to enable interfacial healing of 3D-printed
ceramics at room temperature (Fig. 1A and B, the comparison
shown in Table 1). Although bacteria-assisted healing has been
applied to cementitious materials,26–30 it remains elusive how
to employ bacteria to heal 3D-printed ceramics. The healing
paradigm relies on bacteria-initiated precipitation of minera-
lized calcium carbonates (CaCO3) to bridge fracture interfaces
of porous ceramics.28,29 The key mechanism of healing is that
the bacteria-initiated precipitation of CaCO3 on the fracture
interface leads to a strong interfacial bonding with the ceramic
surface. Harnessing this mechanism, we demonstrate 100%
strength restoring of fractured ceramics within days (6–12 days
for different conditions) at room temperature. Despite forming
at room temperature, the healed interface can sustain tempera-
tures as high as 500 1C, as well as the corrosion of alkali and
oxidants, without compromising the healing strength. The
healing mechanism is verified by control experiments, and
the healing strength is explained by cohesive fracture simula-
tions. We then apply this paradigm to 3D-printed ceramics to
demonstrate on-demand healing of ceramic dental crowns,
ceramic water membranes, and ceramic lattice structures, and
autonomous healing of ceramic armor. As the first-generation
healing mechanism of 3D-printed ceramics, the proposed para-
digm is expected to open promising avenues for revolutionizing
the low-damage-tolerance nature of 3D-printed ceramics that are
used in a wide range of applications, such as in vitro biomedical
devices, separation membranes, body armor, and lightweight
structures.

Results and discussion
Bacteria-assisted healing of porous ceramics

To demonstrate the overall process of the proposed paradigm,
we take a 3D-printed bone-like ceramic as an example (Fig. 1C).
We first employ a stereolithography-based additive manufac-
turing system to fabricate a poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA)
microparticle-filled preceramic polymer in a bone shape (mean
PMMA particle size 48 mm, Fig. S1 and S2, ESI†). We then sinter
the polymer structure to form a porous SiOC ceramic structure
with a mean pore size of B28 mm (Fig. 1C, D and Fig. S3, S4, ESI†).
The pores are openly interconnected, making the material
permeable to water. We then immerse the porous bone into a

medium containing urease-producing bacteria S. pasteurii for
24 h to enable the bacteria to attach to the pore surfaces.36 The
presence of bacteria on the pore surface is verified by interfacial
scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the broken
sample (Fig. 1E and F). Note that the bacteria still attach well
to the ceramic surface after several cycles of water flushing.
Subsequently, we contact two broken bone pieces (Fig. 1E),
fasten their relative positions with a gap of B300 mm, and allow
the fracture interface to contact a precipitation medium with
urea and Ca2+ (Fig. S5, ESI†). After 10 days, crystals nucleate
on the interface and firmly bridge the fractured interface
(Fig. 1G). Energy dispersive X-ray microanalyses confirm that
the crystals are CaCO3 (Fig. S6, ESI†). SEM images show that
CaCO3 crystals cover the whole fractured interface (Fig. 1H).
Note that VHB tapes are used to cover other regions and
leave the region around the fracture interface open to the
precipitation medium (Fig. S5, ESI†); thus, only the region
around the fracture interface shows the accumulation of white
crystals (Fig. 1G).

To quantify the healing performance, we employ three-
point-bending (3PB) to apply loads to the virgin and healed
samples around the healing interfaces (Fig. S7, ESI†). We find
that the maximal load of the healed ceramic bone after a 10-day
healing period is approximately 105% of that of the virgin
sample (Fig. 1I). Besides, the healed interface can safely sustain
corrosion of a strong alkali solution (4.8 mol L�1 NaOH) and
a strong oxidant solution (8.8 mol L�1, H2O2) (Fig. 1J and
Movie S1, ESI†). Since the formed CaCO3 crystals can be dis-
solved by acids, the proposed method is not applicable to acidic
conditions. Despite forming at room temperature, the healed
interface can sustain an active fire with a temperature of
650–750 1C for over 10 min without loss of integrity (Fig. 1K and
Fig. S8, Movie S2, ESI†). To quantify the effect of the corrosion and
heat treatments on the healed sample, we first rinse the sample in
NaOH solution (4.8 mol L�1) and H2O2 solution (8.8 mol L�1),
and then anneal the ceramic bone by gradually increasing the
temperature to 500 1C and maintaining at 500 1C for half an hour
(Fig. S9, ESI†). We find that the sample still exhibits 103% strength
of the virgin sample in the 3PB test (Fig. 1L). In contrast, ceramic
samples repaired by a commercial epoxy glue (Gorilla glue) show
three drawbacks (Table S1, ESI†): (1) the maximal load of an epoxy-
repaired ceramic sample is only 10% of that of the virgin sample
(Fig. 1I). (2) Epoxy typically exhibits significant aging in the alkaline
or oxidative environment.37,38 (3) An epoxy-repaired ceramic
sample immediately breaks into two parts if it is mounted over
an active fire (650–750 1C, Fig. 1M).

Table 1 Comparison between healing of human bones and bacteria-assisted healing of 3D-printed ceramics

Comparison items Healing of bones Healing of 3D-printed ceramics

Porosity of virgin material 70–85%31 40–80%
Young’s modulus of virgin material 100–500 MPa (cancellous bone)32–34 100–300 MPa
Shape of virgin structure 3D-architected 3D-architected
Fracture interface Curved Curved
Healing initiator Osteoblast Bacterium
Precipitated substance Callus (primarily Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2) CaCO3

Healing time 1–4 months35 6–12 days
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Characterization of healing evolution

To characterize the healing evolution, we carry out healing
experiments of rectangular porous ceramic plates over 14 days
(Fig. 2). During the healing process, the precipitated CaCO3

crystals are expected to gradually grow and eventually bridge

the fracture interface (Fig. 2A). Optically, more and more white
crystals precipitate around the fractured interface with increasing
healing days (Fig. 2B). The crystal growth is confirmed by SEM
images of the healing interfaces: both size and surface coverage
of the adhered crystal particles increase with increasing healing

Fig. 2 Characterization of bacteria-assisted healing evolution. (A) Schematics of nucleation and growth of bacteria-assisted precipitation of CaCO3

crystals on the fracture interface over 10 days. (B) Healing of ceramic plate samples (length 17 mm, width 5.68 mm, and thickness 1.42 mm) over 10 days.
(C) SEM images of healing interfaces of ceramic plate samples over 10 days. (D) Load–displacement curves of virgin and healed samples over 10 days in
3PB tests. The inset shows the schematic for the 3PB test, where F is the applied load, L is span between two supporting points, and h is sample thickness.
Flexural strength is calculated as (3FmL)/(2bh2), where Fm is maximal load and b is sample width. (E) Healing strength ratios of ceramic plates as a function
of healing time. Healing strength ratio is defined as the effective flexural strength of healed samples normalized by that of the virgin sample. (F) Toughness
ratios of ceramic plates as a function of healing time. Toughness is defined as the enclosed area of the load–displacement curve shown in (D). Toughness
ratio is defined as toughness of healed samples normalized by that of the virgin sample. (G) Load–displacement curves of virgin and healed samples after
10 days for three healing cycles. (H) Healing strength ratios of healed samples after 10 days for three healing cycles. Error bars in (E), (F), and (H) represent
standard deviations for 3–5 samples.
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days (Fig. 2C and Fig. S10, ESI†). When the healed sample is
broken into two parts, CaCO3 crystals can be found on both
fracture interfaces (Fig. S11, ESI†), implying that the bonding
strength between the CaCO3 crystals and the ceramic surface is
stronger than the cohesive strength of the CaCO3 crystals. The
healing strengths of the virgin and healed ceramics are further
characterized by 3PB tests (Fig. 2D). The Young’s modulus and
flexural strength of the virgin porous ceramic (porosity 56.4%) are
measured as B175 MPa (Fig. S4D, ESI†) and 345 kPa (Fig. 2D). We
find that the maximal loads of the 3PB tests increase with
increasing healing days until reaching a plateau that is around
the maximal load of the virgin ceramic. We then calculate the
effective flexural strength of the healed interface and normalize it
with virgin flexural strength to obtain the healing strength ratio.
We find that the healing strength ratio increases with the healing
time and reaches a plateau around 100% after 10 days (Fig. 2E).
The toughness of the healed sample (enclosed area of the load–
displacement curve) also increases with the healing days and then
reaches a plateau at 100–120% of the virgin toughness (Fig. 2F).
Interestingly, the healing process shown is repeatable (Fig. 2G).
We repeat healing experiments after re-breaking the healed inter-
face for three sequential cycles, and find that the healing strength
of day 10 remains approximately 100% over three healing cycles
(Fig. 2G and H).

Examination of healing mechanism

Based on the characteristics of the healing evolution, the healing
process is hypothesized as follows: after exposure to the bacteria-
containing medium, bacteria S. pasteurii grow within the porous
ceramic and attach to the pore surface (Fig. 3A(i)). Once the
ceramic is fractured and adequate precipitation chemicals (e.g.,
urea and Ca2+) are delivered to the fracture location, bacteria
produce an enzyme called urease which decomposes urea to
initiate the nucleation of CaCO3 crystals around the bacteria
(Fig. 3A(ii) and Fig. S12, Materials and methods).28,29 Then
crystals gradually grow to cover the bacteria and bond on the
ceramic surface (Fig. 3A(iii)). The crystals then grow into larger
particles (Fig. 3A(iv)), and new crystals nucleate and grow on
the existing crystal particles (Fig. 3A(v)), eventually bridging the
fracture interface.

According to the hypothesized mechanism, the key to inter-
facial healing is the bacteria-initiated interfacial nucleation of
CaCO3, which leads to strong bonding between the CaCO3

crystal and the ceramic (Fig. 3A(ii) and (iii)). To validate this
mechanism, we carry out three control experiments (Fig. 3B):
(1) control 1: only bacteria are provided, without precipitation
chemicals (urea and Ca2+); (2) control 2: only precipitation
chemicals are provided, without bacteria; and (3) control 3: the
precipitation chemicals in control 2 are replaced by CaCl2 and
Na2CO3 which are expected to enable strong chemical reaction
to form CaCO3 through a homogeneous nucleation process,
without bacteria. The results show that the interfacial strengths
of these three controls are either zero or much smaller than that
of the experimental case (Fig. 3B and Fig. S13, ESI†). Their
interfacial precipitations are also much less than that of the
experimental case (Fig. 3B(i)–(iv)). In control 1, no precipitation

is observed over 10 days, as expected because no precipitation
chemicals are provided (Fig. 3B(ii)). In control 2, a smaller
fraction of precipitation is observed relative to the experimental
case, because no bacteria serve as the precipitation initiators
(Fig. 3B(iii)). In control 3, crystal particles with small sizes (o10 mm)
are observed on the interface (Fig. 3B(iv)). These particles are
fundamentally different from the ones formed via heterogeneous
interfacial nucleation on the ceramic surface (Fig. 3B(i)),39 because
they are isolated particles formed through a homogeneous nuclea-
tion process and show little or even no bonding with the ceramic
surface. Thus, the interfacial strength of control 3 is almost zero
(Fig. 3B). These control tests imply that the strong interfacial
bonding requires bacteria to initiate the heterogeneous interfacial
nucleation of crystals on the ceramic surface.

Then, we develop a theoretical model for crystal particle
growth during the process shown in Fig. 3A(ii)–(iv) (Section 1 of
ESI† and Fig. S14). The model harnesses the mass balance
between the consumed solute CaCO3 during the precipitation
process and transferred solute CaCO3 through diffusion around
a semi-spherical nucleus.39,40 The model shows that the crystal
particle size d grows following a scaling law d /

ffiffi

t
p

, where t is
healing time during the growth process of a single particle.
The scaling law is roughly verified with the experimentally
measured particle size on the healing interface from 0 to 8 days
(Fig. S10A, ESI†).

Third, we further develop cohesive-zone models to simulate
fracture behaviors of healed ceramics under 3PB loads (Fig. 3C–E
and Fig. S15, ESI†). Based on the hypothesized bonding mechanism,
we model the interfacial bridges using cohesive zone elements
with bilinear traction–separation laws in finite element models
(Fig. S15B and Table S2, ESI†). We hypothesize that the stiffness
and strength of the cohesive zone elements increase as the
healing time increases, because the area concentration of the
CaCO3 crystal bridge increases during the healing process.
Using measured stiffnesses and estimated interfacial strengths
of the cohesive zone (Table S2, ESI†), we can simulate the
fracture processes and obtain corresponding load–displacement
relations of 3PB tests for healed interfaces of various strengths
(Fig. 3C–F and Movies S3–S5, Table S2, ESI†). We find that
the maximal loads coincide with the fracture initiation on the
healed interfaces because samples primarily show brittle failures
(Fig. 3F). The simulated maximal loads consistently match with
experimental results for healing days 4–10 (Fig. 3F and G).

Effect of medium and material on healing performance

Next, we study the effects of various medium/material parameters
on the healing performance (Fig. 3H–J). First, the availability of
Ca2+ significantly affects the precipitation rate on the healing
interface. As we decrease the concentration of Ca2+ within the
precipitation medium, the size and area coverage of crystals
decrease (Fig. 3H(i)–(iii)), and the healing strength ratio for day
10 decreases accordingly (Fig. 3H and Fig. S16, ESI†). Second,
the pore size of the porous ceramic also affects the healing
performance (Fig. 3I and Fig. S17A, ESI†). For porous ceramic
samples with a mean pore size of B3.5 mm, very few crystals
precipitate on the healing interface (Fig. 3I(i)), because the
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Fig. 3 Mechanism of bacteria-assisted healing of porous ceramics. (A) Schematics to show bacteria-assisted nucleation and growth of CaCO3 crystals
on a ceramic surface. (B) Healing strength ratios on day 10 of the experimental case (bacteria with precipitation medium), control 1 (no precipitation
medium), control 2 (no bacteria), and control 3 (homogeneous nucleation of CaCO3). The corresponding SEM images of the healing interfaces are shown
in (i–iv). (C–E) Schematics to show CaCO3-bridged three healed interfaces and finite element simulations to show fracture initiations on three healed
interfaces. The small crystal particles on (3B(iv)) are formed via homogeneous nucleation and show little or even no bonding with the ceramic surface.
(F) Simulated loads as functions of displacements of 3PB tests for three different healed interfaces: day 4, 6, and 10. (G) Comparison of numerically
simulated and experimentally measured maximal loads in 3PB tests for healing days 4–10. The experimentally measured maximal loads are obtained from
Fig. 2D. (H) Healing strength ratios on day 10 and corresponding interfacial SEM images (i–iii) of the ceramic samples with various Ca2+ concentrations
(0.13 mol L�1, 0.18 mol L�1, and 0.25 mol L�1). (I) Healing strength ratios on day 8 and corresponding interfacial SEM images (i–iv) of the ceramic samples
with various pore sizes. The mean pore sizes 3.5, 28, 60, and 117 mm correspond to PMMA particle mean sizes 6, 48, 100, and 200 mm, respectively.
(J) Healing strength ratio on day 8 and the corresponding interfacial SEM images (i–iii) of the ceramic samples with various porosities (43.2, 56.4, and
72.4%). Scale bars in (B) and (H–J) represent 30 mm. Error bars in (B), (G), and (H–J) represent standard deviations for 3–5 samples.
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bacteria with a size of 3–7 mm may not be able to enter the pore
and proliferate within the pore (Fig. S17B, ESI†). As the pore
size increases, the bacteria are expected to proliferate better
within the porous ceramic and enable more CaCO3 precipita-
tions (Fig. 3I(ii)–(iv) and Fig. S17C, ESI†). However, as the pore
size becomes much larger than bacterial size, it becomes
challenging for the bacteria to precipitate crystals to cover the
ceramic pores (verified by the SEM image of Fig. 3I(iv)), which
may lead to a relatively low interfacial bonding (Fig. S17D and E,
ESI†). Therefore, as pore size increases, the healing strength
ratio first increases and then decreases, with a maximum when
the pore size is 4–8 times the bacterial size (e.g., 28 mm pore
size, Fig. 3I). Third, the healing performance of the ceramic
samples is affected by the ceramic porosity (Fig. 3J). For
example, when the porosity of the ceramic increases from
43.2 to 72.4% with a mean pore size of 28 mm, the healing
strength ratio increases accordingly (Fig. 3J and Fig. S18, ESI†),
likely because more bacteria can grow within the ceramic pores.
As porosity increases (corresponding to increasing particle
concentration), 3D-printing becomes more challenging;41 to
balance the healing performance and manufacturability, we
select ceramics with 56.4% porosity for the 3D-printing in the
following experiments.

Healing of 3D-printed ceramic structures

On-demand healing of ceramic dental crown. As the first
example, we show the paradigm can be used to heal ceramic
dental crowns. A dental crown is a prosthetic cap that covers a
damaged tooth and protects the underlying gum. The most
widely used dental crown is made of ceramics because ceramics
can sustain corrosion by biological liquids.42 Due to property
mismatch between ceramic crowns and real teeth, dental
crowns may fracture during force-sustaining service. However,
existing ceramic dental crowns are typically expensive, mostly
due to the degree of customization needed in the tooth repair.42

Here we propose bacteria-induced healing of dental crowns. To
demonstrate the concept, we 3D-print a ceramic dental crown
and break it into two parts by applying a compressive load via a
transverse rod (Fig. 4A and B). Then, we apply a bacterial
medium with non-infectious S. pasteurii and corresponding
precipitation medium around the fractured interface to enable
CaCO3-precipitation-induced healing over 10 days (see Materials
and methods). The rod-compression test on the healed sample
shows that the maximal compressive load is almost 90% that
of the virgin ceramic crown (Fig. 4C). Note that the employed
healing bacteria can be killed after the healing process, and thus
would not affect the usage in the oral cavity.

On-demand healing of ceramic water membranes. As the
second example, we show bacteria-induced healing of ceramic
water treatment membranes in flat-sheet and tubular shapes.
We 3D-print porous ceramic water membrane sheets and tubes
(pore size 28 mm, porosity 56.4%) (Fig. 4D). These membranes
can be used to filter suspended solids of wastewater (Fig. 4E).
If the membrane is broken, filtrate water quality becomes
poor because particles can flow through the interfacial crack
(Fig. 4E). After the crack is healed by the bacteria-induced

crystal precipitation, the filtrate water becomes clear again
(Fig. 4E). To quantify filtration performance, we measure
the hydraulic permeability of the virgin, broken and healed
membranes (Fig. S19, ESI†). The hydraulic permeability of the
virgin membrane is 3.9 � 10�13 m2 (Fig. 4F). After being
broken, the hydraulic permeability increases 34 times to
1.3 � 10�11 m2 due to the loss of integrity (Fig. 4F). After the
crack is healed, the permeability around the healing interface
decreases to 5.5 � 10�13 m2, which is slightly higher than the
permeability of the virgin membrane (Fig. 4F). The higher
permeability of the healed region is probably because the
porosity of the precipitated CaCO3 crystals around the healed
interface is higher than the porosity of the virgin ceramic.

On-demand healing of ceramic lattice structures. In the third
example, the healing paradigm is applied to ceramic lattice
structures. Ceramic lattices emerge as promising lightweight
structures due to their low density, high specific stiffness
and strength, and high corrosion resistance.3–7,43,44 However,
fractured ceramic lattice structures may immediately lose prop-
erties and functions. Healable ceramic lattice structures have not
been reported to date. To demonstrate the concept, we fabricate
ceramic trusses that features two-order hierarchical pores with
the first-order pores of a mean size of 28 mm within the truss
beam and the second-order pores being B1 mm within the
truss voids, resulting in a very low relative density r/r0 = 7%
(Fig. 4G).7,43 Using a 3PB tests (Fig. 4G and H), we measure
effective stiffness (Fig. 4I) and flexural strength (Fig. 4J) of the
virgin truss as 2.9 MPa and 0.14 MPa, respectively. After being
broken, the fractured ceramic truss cannot sustain the bending
load anymore. When bacteria and precipitation medium are
applied around the fracture interface for 10 days, CaCO3 crystals
heal the interface and restore the stiffness and strength of the
ceramic truss to 2.1 MPa and 0.16 MPa, respectively, though the
relative density increases to r/r0 = 10.6% due to the attachment
of crystals around the healing interface (Fig. 4G). This healing
mechanism is then tested for lattices with various relative
densities between 5% and 10% (Fig. 4I, J and Fig. S20, ESI†).
The scaling laws of the stiffness-density and strength-density
relations of the virgin lattices roughly follow E/E0 p (r/r0)2.9 and
ss/s0 p (r/r0)1.2, where E, E0, ss, and s0 are Young’s modulus
of the ceramic lattice, Young’s modulus of the solid ceramic
(1.39 GPa), flexural strength of the ceramic lattice, and flexural
strength of the solid ceramic (18.2 MPa), respectively. Note that
the scaling indices here (i.e., 2.9 and 1.2) are higher from the
theoretically predicted scaling index (B1) for the stretching-
dominant octet truss structures,45 probably because of the
hierarchically porous nature of the employed ceramic lattice
structures: bending-dominant in the open porous material and
stretching-dominant in the octet architecture (Fig. 4G). After
healing, the power index of the stiffness-density law remains
as B3; however, the power index of the strength-density law
increases to 4.2. The index increase of the strength-density law is
possibly due to the difficulty of bridging the fractured interface
for the low-density lattices. We also find that within the existing
material property space of ceramic lattice structures, the relative
stiffness and strength of the studied virgin ceramic lattices are
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Fig. 4 On-demand healing of 3D-printed ceramic structures. (A) Schematics and samples to show the fracture and healing of a ceramic dental crown.
(B) Finite element simulations of the ceramic crowns under a rod-compression load (14.4 N). (C) Load–displacement curves of virgin and healed ceramic
crowns under the compression of a transverse rod. (D) Samples and schematics to show fracture and healing of water membranes in flat-sheet and
tubular configurations. (E) Feed wastewater and filtrate for the virgin, broken and healed water treatment membranes. (F) Relationships between the
filtrate flow rate and pressure drop through the virgin, broken, and healed ceramic water membranes. (G) Schematics and samples to show the fracture
and healing of an octet ceramic lattice. (H) Load-displacement curves of virgin and healed ceramic lattices in 3PD tests. The relative density of the lattice
is r/r0 = 7%, where r and r0 are densities of lattice and solid ceramic, respectively. (I) Effective stiffnesses and (J) flexural strengths of virgin and healed
lattices as functions of their relative densities r/r0.
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within a comparable range of other reported ceramic lattices
(Fig. S21A and B, ESI†).3–7 Importantly, the current study opens
two new material-property spaces for the stiffness-density and
the strength-density of healed ceramic lattices (Fig. S21C and D,
ESI†).46–50 To the best of our knowledge, these are the first
material-property Ashby charts for healed ceramic cellular struc-
tures (Fig. 4I, J and Fig. S21C and D, ESI†).49

Autonomous healing of ceramic armor. Different from the
above three examples with the on-demand application of the
healing medium, we here show that the paradigm can be used
to heal ceramic armor autonomously. Ceramics are commonly

used in armored vehicles and ballistic vests because they
typically have excellent projectile resistance.12 Ceramic materials
dissipate the kinetic energy of bullets or shrapnel by damaging
their structures to diminish the penetration. However, this
feature also spawns a limitation of ceramic armor: they may
not be reused after a fracture. To address this limitation, we
here propose a type of bacteria-assisted autonomously-healable
ceramic armor. To demonstrate the concept, we 3D-printed a
porous ceramic armor and preloaded with bacteria-saturated
growth medium and precipitation medium (Fig. 5A). This pre-
treated ceramic armor is assembled on a body model and an

Fig. 5 Autonomous healing of 3D-printed ceramic armor. (A) Schematics of the autonomous healing mechanism. (B) Schematics of the impact
experiment. (C) Samples and microscope pictures to show damage and healing of ceramic armor. (D) Microscope pictures to show the autonomous
healing process over eight days. (E and F) Acceleration signals and max acceleration for different situations (body with armor, without armor, with
damaged armor, and with healed armor). Error bars in (F) represent standard deviations of 3–7 samples.
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impact is applied to the armor through a dropping weight (10 g)
(Fig. 5B). If the impact force is relatively large, the ceramic armor
will be damaged with microcracks (Fig. 5C). These microcracks
can be autonomously healed without external interventions:
calcite crystals gradually nucleate and grow from day 4, and
fully fill the microcracks over 8 days (Fig. 5C and D). To verify the
effect of the crack-healing, we carry out impact tests on
the ceramic armors with a relatively small impact force. The
acceleration signals are collected to estimate the impact force
acting on the body model (Fig. 5E). We find that the maximum
acceleration of the non-shaded body is around 2.4 � 104 m s�2,
and the value is reduced to 0.48 � 104 m s�2 after using the
virgin ceramic armor (Fig. 5F). When the armor is damaged, a
larger acceleration signal (1.2 � 104 m s�2) is acquired, attesting
the reduced protection ability of this armor. When the armor is
autonomously healed, the measured acceleration reduces to the
similar level to that of the virgin armor (0.5 � 104 m s�2). Note
that on-demand healing may also be applicable to the armor
example; however, we here employ pre-filled bacterial solution to
enable autonomous healing without dissembling the structure
after a fracture. This autonomous healing may have a limitation
that CaCO3 crystals may unselectively nucleate through the
whole armor structure. This limitation may be mitigated by
judiciously separating the bacteria and precipitation media
within the armor structures.51,52

Conclusions

In summary, we present a paradigm for healing 3D-printed
ceramics at room temperature. The paradigm relies on bacteria-
assisted interfacial precipitation of CaCO3 crystals to bridge
fracture interfaces of porous ceramics. Unlike high-temperature
healing of existing healable bulk ceramics (Table S1, ESI†),14–21

the healing of 3D-printed ceramics at room temperature may
facilitate the possibility of in situ or autonomous healing of
ceramics with various complex architectures for a wide range of
room-temperature applications, such as in vitro biomedical
devices,10 water treatment membranes,11 body armor,12

and piezoelectric actuators and capacitors.53 Unlike existing
epoxy-glue-enabled ceramic repairing (Table S1, ESI†), the
demonstrated method has three outstanding features: (1) the
precipitated interface features similar strength as that of virgin
ceramics; (2) the precipitated interface can sustain relatively
high temperatures (i.e., 650–750 1C); and (3) the precipitation
process can occur on any complex interface within the
3D-architected structure. We expect our method to apply not
only to polymer-derived ceramics3,4 but also to other types of
3D-printed ceramics, such as binder-bridged ceramics1,2,7,54,55

and coated ceramics.5,6 In addition, this method may be
translatable to the healing of various traditionally-unhealable
3D-architected materials, such as 3D-printed glassy polymers,56

metals,57 or alloys,58 given that that the employed material is
compatible with the used bacteria such that the bacteria can
attach to the material surface to assist the heterogeneous
nucleation of the CaCO3 crystals.
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